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MINUTES 

Title of meeting:  SLS Executive Meeting  

Date:   Nov 13 

Time:   1:20 pm 

Location:   4th Floor Faculty Lounge 

(1) Call to Order 

 

 

 

(2) Roll Call 

 

Regrets- Joyce, Michael, Karina 

 

(3) Approval of Minutes from Last Meeting 

 

Motion carries. - Approved 

 

(4) President’s Report (Aanchal) 

 

A: One last town hall for the semester? Only date will be the last 2 days of the month, 27 th- worthwhile? We can look at other dates 

not at the end.  

S: Don’t think people would be able to make it.  

C: 1Ls will probably not be able to make it. 

A: haven’t been able to follow up from las week. TRUSU lets us mail stuff, don’t need to use Aramark foods for events.  

 

(5) Reports from Internal Directors 

 

(a) Vice Presidents 

 

 (a.1) Stephanie 

Slipped mind about lockers. Nothing else really going on. Note for next year- Casey and I, Sonja at Remebrance Day ceremony, 

would be nice if SLS can get a wreathe for the ceremony. They announce who bought it etc.  

S: that 50 goes to the poppy campaign and goes back into the community. Not just a donation thrown out. Small gesture.  
 

(a.2) Jeremy 

 

 

(b) Class Representatives 

 

(b.1) 1L (Cory) 

1Ls had a scheduling kerfuffle. Afaik, the last letter was sent to Billinghurst, going to contact Assistant Dean.  

 

(b.2) 2L (Arjun)  

90% merch is ready, only thing that isn’t ready is athletic T shirts and jogging pants, this Friday distributing from merch. Need help 

hauling merch from CAC. 2L concern over ALR in winter, want to take it next year because why would they take a course if its 

going to be worth an extra credit next year. Everybody is dropping ALR for next semester. Some people are just going to stay with 
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4 courses or find a random course to replace it. A lot of ppl are experiencing admin course issues, residual effects, in summer talked 

to Donlan abt Admin. Can’t defer Admin to 3L.  

A: preface any suggestion to drop Admin by saying that it might not even happen, all on the speed of the Clock tower. 

Arj: this year I will turn the tables into SLS lounge into merch tables, back up against wall and make a booth. Need help btwn 12-3. 

 

 

(c) Academic (Michael) 
 

 

 

(d) Events (Karina) 
 

- Pancake breakfast is happening on Nov. 19th. Need SLS exec volunteers to make the pancakes - please sign up on the google doc 

that I posted on our FB page. We will start making around 8:45am and serving at 9am. We have $250 from Scotiabank and $75 

from CBA. This is a by-donation event, and all proceeds will go towards the SLS Formal. This is an all hands on deck event, thank 

you very much in advance for all your help SLS  
- If any SLS member has an electric griddle or hot plate OR knows of anyone who has one, please let me know! Also, I need a few 

extra mixing bowls and spatulas and whisks, can anybody lend some?  

- The purpose of the event is mostly to raise community spirit and morale as (scary) finals are approaching. It would be great if we 

could raise some money but that is not the main purpose of this event.  

- Update on the Halloween party: we made ~$1000. BUT there was a broken table that we are going to be charged for. Also, the 

3Ls threw glitter as part of their dance and we are also going to be charged for a cleaning fee. Next time no glitter. Also, we might 

want to consider getting a bouncer as there was a fight that occurred, there was SO much outside alcohol brought into the venue 

and people were breaking bottles outside.  

- Question for Anchaal re TRUSU insurance - Taahaa agreed to co-organize the SLS Formal on paper… does he need to be at the 

event for insurance purposes? Any update on if we can add a wavier on the ticket?  

- For the formal, what are our thoughts on selling tables to law firms —> would like to hear thoughts from Casey and Jeff. 

 

A: co organizer has to be there, maybe we can put a waiver.  

 

C: tables to law firms- not a good idea, way our events are going that Kamloops law firms might get a bad impression.  

 

S: we cant afford the 20k Deans formal, we’re not getting the law foundation funding so we need creative ways to fund, like maybe 

a keynote speaker or selling the tables to benchers.  

 

J: how much is the Dean contributing? 

 

S: nothing, this year its not no money but don’t plan on money.all the costs from the venue itself is thousands, the food and 

chocolate fountain, centrepieces etc. worrying to pull that off without being creative 

 

E: cutting costs by doing things ourselves? Are we allowed to bring our own? 

 

S: auction off a table with the profs? 

 

C: reach out to alumni? Safer revenue stream? 

 

J: easier to save money than raise money.  

 

€ Sports/Clubs (Colten) 
 

Since last meeting a1L student has started a labour and employment law club.  

 

A: another club request from a 1L, Larissa starting Law Needs Feminism Because club.  

 

(6) External Reports 

 

(a) Development Director (Jeff) 
 

Nothing, just saw in the email for coat check at the event. Thank you cards soon.  

 

(b) CBA Rep (Emily) 
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(c) Outreach Director (Casey) 

 

Not a lot, in btwn events, have been in contact and venue booked for curling bonspiel. More details closer to the event. 100% 

revenue raised is ours.  

 

(d) Health and Wellness (Fady) 
 

 

 

(e) ILSA (Alanna) 
 

3 things. Accepting donations for the toy drive, all proceeds towards attending Aborigial Law forum banquet, contact Sonia or Lina 

by 28th to donate. Kawaskimhon moot applications due Friday to Schabus, no formal audition, just application based. Just want to 

ask if I can add Sunny to the FB page. Sunny will be attending next sem.  

 

J: prceeds from the toy drive? 

 

A: will ask Kalista. 

 

(f) Communications and Marketing Officer (Emily) 
 

Clubs page up to date, new club. Going to post the meeting mins frm last meeting on website now. Don’t have much going on else. 

SLS membership can be paid online.maybe we can take payments thru website rather than Eventbrite, keep more of the money.  

 

(7) Financial Report (Sonja)  
 

 

Had 1 late applicant for the clubs funding during original meeting, had funded 6 guys for the HA Toronto. Arden and Emily got in 

late, first all female team in the competition, funded them the same amount 125 as the men. Legit exception we can make.  

 

A; 1Ls that were owed money? 

 

S: they can come see us. 

 

(8) Other Business 
 

 

Elizabeth Cunningham- Alumni coordinator 

Want to ask for approval and support in something to bring to dean. Want to start an alumni association, meeting with Dean 

tomorrow, would love to say have support of SLS executive.  

 

J: agree, believe that its not the SLS but admin responsibility, every other school has an alumni person 

 

E: has to come from the Deans, or a hired position where one person handles it. The pitch will be based on queens alumni 

association, what they have and perks etc. What they will be invited to etc, meetups and fundraisers. Idea is that one person will be 

in charge in admin, will create and alumni executive as well as a student executive, current student branching to the alumni. Will 

report back after the meeting.  

 

J: school is at the point that alumni are making a lot of money.  

 

A: got an email for high school alumni newsletter.  

 

Motion to approve, first Steph, Second Sonja 

 

MOTION CARRIES. 

 

 

S: people want to know what we can do about the past events, bans?  

 

A: no one has come to me specifically, if no one is filing a formal complaint we cant ban anyone.  
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J: Worth hiring bouncers or security.  

 

C: then the bouncers need insurance and special applications to venue. Tacky to have a bouncer. 

 

A; as was expressed at the SAGM we are not here to be the police,not the purpose of the SLS, just advancing student issues and 

promote social experiences. Not up to us to tell people to behave or someone comes forward and tells us.  

 

J: realize it’s a problem but its happened 3 times this year, has happened in the past. Embarrassing for people that want to stay on 

campus, will have a horrible reputation. Would like us to try something different.  

 

E: reaching out to Queens and talking abt homecoming issue? Banned for 4 years,  

 

S: people want us to do something but are opposed to us doing something.  

 

Sonja: hardcore PSA, all a part of the community, if youre part of it then do something out of it. Bouncer wont solve it, less than 5 

ppl.  

 

E: threaten to ban? Chance to prove that you can be there.  

 

J: if we do get banned from more events we cant have them anymore. 

 

A: concern with the Coast is that its owned by one of our own students, would be horrific for his own classmates to trash the place. 

Non-members can show up, guests can show up but it is within constitution that we can kick out non-members. Not enforced much, 

just have ability to do it.  

 

C: have the admin sign off or send it? 

 

S: make the self-vigilance part of the PSA.  

 

A: who wants to put together this PSA? 

 

A: put up draft on word and well all help. 

 

A: going to run over to the CAC now. 

 

Motion to end, first J, second S.  

 

2:00 pm meeting is over.  

 


